
    

Your JumpStart 
Advantages

    

• T4S Partners' consultants are 

experienced in assisting in

designing and building Azure.

• Get started quickly to take full 

advantage of Microsoft Azure.

• Gain knowledge and insight on the best 

use of Azure according to your business 

goals and requirements.

• Leverage Azure to deploy a test and 

development environment with little to no 

capital investment.

• Gain insight into how other customers are using 

Azure to cut costs and be more agile.

Microsoft Strategic Partnership
    

As a Microsoft Certified partner, we have been recognized 

for our expertise and contribution to developing and 

deploying Microsoft based solutions.  Our track record in 

meeting the needs of our customers in deploying a wide 

range of Microsoft technologies across the solution portfolio 

provides our customer with the confidence to embark on 

business critical projects.  
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T4S Partners’ Azure JumpStart
IaaS Proof of Concept    

Begin Your Cloud Journey with the Right Team
    

Organizations need to reduce their capital expenses and 
minimize the endless addition of servers, storage and IT 
infrastructure to support business demands. Microsoft 
Azure Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS) provides a 
scalable and flexible platform to provide a server 
infrastructure on-demand without investing in 
hardware or software.

The Microsoft Azure IaaS Foundation JumpStart 
will assist customers with the planning, 
designing and piloting of Microsoft Azure 
Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS). The offering 
has different lengths depending on the topics 
and features that are configured. We can 
deliver a full production-ready environment 
or a proof-of-concept deployment 
depending on the length of the 
engagement.

This JumpStart will assist in providing 
best practices and knowledge 
transfer in demonstrating the best 
way to maximize the benefits of 
utilizing Microsoft Azure.

Ready to Start Your 
Journey?

    
To learn more about T4S 
Partners' Microsoft Azure 
IaaS JumpStart, contact 
our team at 303.379.4070 
or email us at 
info@t4spartners.com
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What Can T4S Partners' 1 Hour Briefing Do for Me?

l

      
Why Chose T4S Partners for Your Cloud Needs?

      

T4S Partners is uniquely qualified to design IT solutions that remove complexity and 

unnecessary costs from your organization. Our experts become part of your team, 

providing the support you need, when and where you need it.
  

We can help you navigate Microsoft’s robust array of solution offerings, including 

Azure.
  

T4S Partners is an end-to-end provider of cloud applications, solutions and 

services in public, private and hybrid cloud environments. Based on your 

business demands, we can help you plan, deliver and manage a flexible cloud 

solution tailored to your needs. We offer risk mitigation strategies and 

dedicated, personalized expertise to deliver economic and operational 

benefits.
  

We get Microsoft Azure, and we can share our knowledge with you and 

your team, so your organization can spend less time managing software 

and more time putting it to work.

• Plan and design a Microsoft Azure IaaS subscription
    
• Build the network, storage and cloud within Azure
    
• Configure authentication based on best practices and 

application requirements
    
• Assist in activating either site-to-site Virtual Private 

Network (VPN) or ExpressRoute

• Deploy and configure Azure AD Connect in Azure
    
• Deploy virtual servers for production, test or 

development (Windows and Linux)
    
• Create a blob storage account and test with file 

transfer
    
• Knowledge transfer of Azure best practices

Your Azure Migration Journey

Start your Azure migration by
discovering & assessing your 
on-premise apps, data, and 

infrastructure.  Map dependencies 
across application and decide 

their priority for your 
cloud migration

Move your apps, data, and
infrastructure confidently using
our expertise. We can guide you
through the process and assist

with automating the cloud
migration journey while

minimizing business impact.

After the migration we will work
with your team to streamline your
cloud resources continuously to

enhance security, improve
performance and maximize your

ROI.

Assess Migrate Optimize


